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Film director Leila Sansour returns to Bethlehem, her home town,
soon to be encircled by a wall.
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The face of Bethlehem is changing rapidly. If trends continue the
Christian community of Bethlehem may be unsustainable
within one generation.
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‘Open Bethlehem’ is a story of her homecoming, revealing a city of
astonishing beauty and political strife under occupation.
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It draws from 700 hours of original footage. It led to the creation of
the largest visual archive of Bethlehem in the world. University
College London (UCL) plan to turn the collection into a museum.
It’s a personal story, and focuses on a campaign to bring peace to
the Middle East.
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“One of the most remarkable and moving documentaries I
have seen…” - Jon Snow (Channel 4 News)
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